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Topic: How COTA can use existing technologies to increase ridership and route 
efficiency within Columbus, Ohio.

What: Ridership data, real time bus route information, and smartphone apps can improve the efficiency
of public transportation in Columbus, Ohio.

Why:According to the 2009 American Community Survey Report, more than 75% of Americans commuting
to work each day drive by themselves. This collection of empty vehicles creates increased traffic and
congestion on roadways, while having huge infrastructure costs and negative environmental effects. The
dispersed population and sprawled development pattern of Columbus, Ohio, creates a public
transportation network (COTA) that is often inconvenient and unable to provide accessibility, and
mobility to the Columbus population.

Numerous individuals rely on COTA as their primary source of transportation, thus it is necessary for
the system to remain functioning effectively. In order to function the COTA system relies on huge
government subsidies. The city of Columbus needs to remain supportive of COTA, and view the system
as effective in order to continue to receive adequate operating funding.
 This project aims to explore the possibility of Columbus, Ohio adopting various technologies, in order
to increase efficiency of the COTA system. In hopes of gaining increased mobility for riders, while
reducing COTA’s overall operating expenses.

Where: Columbus, Ohio

Who:
College students and young professionals that are likely to be tech-savy and own a smartphone. I would
like to engage and make use of any data COTA may be willing to share and perhaps the Ohio State
University’s engineering program.

How:
Public transportation can learn a lot from existing ridesharing programs, such as Uber, to enable COTA
to use data more efficiently to create more options and build ridership through smartphone-friendly
software. If COTA was able to observe ridership in real- time, COTA authorities could respond to spikes
and dips in ridership by adding or removing buses to particular routes. Also COTA would allow riders to
pay for trips via mobile devices, providing hassle free payments and improve route times by reducing
the need for passengers to fiddle with exact change. This payment app would also allow riders and COTA
to track trips, and even offer rebates and/or reward programs. For those without smartphones, COTA
could add digital monitors to each bus station to enable passengers to purchase tickets ahead of time
and provide real time route information.

Final project: 

The final project will be presented as an additional COTA transportation SmartPhone App. For those 

who do not own a SmartPhone the same app can be found at bus station locations throughout Co-

lumbus, Ohio.

The Smart phone app has a home screen that navigates the user to various pages. The COTA app 

enables users to create an individual profile that can be synced to the user’s facebook account. 

Planning a ride is made simple, users type in a direct location. The app makes use of the phone’s 

GPS system to find the corresponding bus routes with precise arrival times. Once a user decides on 

a particular route, a ticket can then be purchased through their mobile device. Users can save credit 

card information, to enable quick and easy cash free payment methods. Once a user reviews and 

confirms their ticket purchase, a QR code (Quick Response Code) will appear on the screen. Ticket 

purchases are saved in the user’s profile, and can be redeemed at any time. Each bus is equipped 

with a QR Code scanner to redeem riders E- Tickets. For riders without a smartphone the same 

QR code can be printed on a paper ticket at each bus station, and then scanned upon boarding. No 

account is needed to purchase a ticket directly from the bus station’s ticketing station, and each ticket 

station will accept cash and various credit cards.

Sources:
McKenzie, Brian, and Melanie Rapino. 2011. Commuting in the United States: 2009, American
 Community Survey Reports, ACS-15. U.S. Census Bureau, Washington, DC.

Bus Station image from taken from: 
 http://www.columbusunderground.com/ccad-students-redesign-downtown-cota-bus-shelters

 


